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ABSTRACT 
Techniques are described for providing functionality to users 
of mobile devices , including coordinating the inter - connec 
tion of multiple mobile devices , such as for multiple mobile 
devices of multiple distinct types , and optionally using 
multiple different types of inter - connections . In some situ 
ations , the described techniques include performing match 
making operations to determine whether and / or how a group 
of multiple inter - connected mobile devices will provide 
functionality to each other and / or will access functionality 
from one or more remote server computing systems , includ 
ing to select a host mobile device for the group . In addition , 
in some situations , the described techniques include provid 
ing a distributed display canvas functionality , by using the 
displays of multiple inter - connected mobile devices of a 
group to display some or all of the graphical user interface 
( " GUI ” ) of an application , such as by displaying on each 
mobile device a distinct portion of the GUI specific to that 
mobile device . 
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PROVIDING DISTRIBUTED MANAGED fourth remote server computing systems using a distinct 

COMMUNICATIONS FUNCTIONALITY VIA third remote networking protocol ( e . g . , 3G wireless or 4G 
MULTIPLE MOBILE DEVICES wireless using one of various underlying implementation 

technologies ; WiMAX ; etc . ) . To continue the illustrative 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 example , functionality that is available from the fourth 

APPLICATIONS remote server computing systems may be provided to a 
group of some or all of the first , second and third mobile 

This application is a continuation of U . S . patent applica devices via the connection between the third mobile device 
tion Ser . No . 13 / 725 , 531 , now U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 071 , 603 , filed and the fourth remote server computing systems , and the 
Dec . 21 , 2012 , and entitled “ Providing Distributed Func uted Fune 10 other inter - connections between the mobile devices of the 
tionality Via Multiple Devices . ” This application claims the group . Accordingly , to support this illustrative example , the 
benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 61 / 580 , described techniques may in some embodiments include 

615 , filed Dec . 27 , 2011 and entitled “ Distributed Function coordinating the inter - connections between the mobile 
ality On Mobile Devices , ” which is hereby incorporated by devices of the group and / or the fourth remote server com 

15 puting systems in various manners , such as by selecting a reference in its entirety . particular type of inter - connection to use between two 
TECHNICAL FIELD devices or systems when multiple alternatives are available , 

selecting one or more particular mobile devices to perform 
The following disclosure relates generally to techniques a particular type of operation on behalf of the group and / or 

for providing functionality to users of mobile devices , such 20 provide a particular type of functionality to the group , etc . 
as in a distributed and coordinated manner to via multiple Additional details related to coordinating inter - connections 
inter - connected mobile devices . between mobile devices of a group and / or other remote 

computing systems are included below , and in at least some 
BACKGROUND embodiments are performed by automated operations of a 

25 computer - implemented Distributed Functionality Provider 
The use of mobile devices has become increasingly ( “ DFP ” ) server system . 

common , with many different types of mobile devices that The described techniques include performing matchmak 
have differing types of connectivity options and other dif - ing operations in at least some embodiments to determine 
fering types of capabilities . Various benefits may be avail whether and / or how a group of multiple inter - connected 
able when multiple mobile devices are connected and used 30 mobile devices will provide functionality to each other 
together , but difficulties exist with techniques for intercon and / or will access functionality from one or more remote 
necting and using mobile devices . server computing systems , including to select a host mobile 

device for the group , such as from multiple candidate mobile 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS devices within the group . The host mobile device may in 

35 some embodiments and situations host various functionality 
FIGS . 1A - 1C are network diagrams illustrating examples that is made available to other mobile devices of the group , 

of interactions that involve interconnecting and using mul - such as with respect to an application that is being executed 
tiple mobile devices together in a distributed manner . and / or used in a distributed and coordinated manner by the 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating example computing mobile devices of the group — such situations may include 
systems suitable for executing an embodiment of a system 40 those in which a connection to remote server computing 
for coordinating interconnection and use of multiple mobile systems is not currently available or in use , and the host 
devices together in a distributed manner . mobile device may be selected from multiple candidate 
FIGS . 3A and 3B illustrate examples of using multiple mobile devices within the group that are options for hosting 

interconnected mobile devices together in particular distrib the functionality for the group . In addition , the host mobile 
uted manners . 45 device may in some embodiments and situations provide a 

FIG . 4 is a flow diagram of an example embodiment of a connection to one or more particular remote server comput 
DFP ( Distributed Functionality Provider ) Manager routine . ing systems , such as to enable functionality to be provided 

FIG . 5 is a flow diagram of an example embodiment of a to the mobile devices of the group corresponding to an 
Group Host Selection routine . application that is being executed and / or used in a distrib 

FIGS . 6A - 6B are a flow diagram of an example embodi - 50 uted and coordinated manner by the mobile devices of the 
ment of a Distributed Canvas Display routine . group in such situations , the host mobile device may be 

selected from multiple candidate mobile devices within the 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION group that are options for providing such a connection . 

As a first illustrative example , a particular remote server 
Techniques are described for providing functionality to 55 computing system may be a game server that provides , 

users of mobile devices . In at least some embodiments , the sponsors or otherwise supports one or more game applica 
described techniques include coordinating the inter - connec tions that are playable in a coordinated manner on each of 
tion of multiple mobile devices , such as for multiple mobile multiple inter - connected mobile devices of a group , and the 
devices of multiple distinct types , and optionally using matchmaking operations may include selecting at least one 
multiple different types of inter - connections . As one illus - 60 mobile device of the group to be a host that provides a 
trative example , first and second mobile devices of different connection to the game server , to enable the game function 
first and second types may be inter - connected using a first ality to be provided to the group of mobile devices in a 
local wireless networking protocol ( e . g . , Bluetooth ) , the coordinated and distributed manner by the game server . As 
second device may be interconnected with a distinct third a second illustrative example , a particular remote server 
mobile device of a third type using a distinct second local 65 computing system may be an application server that pro 
wireless networking protocol ( e . g . , Wi - Fi ) , and the third vides , sponsors or otherwise supports one or more group 
mobile device may be inter - connected with one or more ware applications that are usable in a distributed collabora 
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tive manner on a group of multiple inter - connected mobile canvas GUI ( “ graphical user interface ” ) , that is not currently 
devices ( e . g . , a distributed document creation application ; an shown on any other of the group devices , while in other 
application that allows inter - communications between mul - embodiments there may be duplication or overlap between 
tiple users , such as video conferencing ; etc . ) , and the match - the GUI portions displayed on at least some of the group 
making operations may include selecting at least one mobile 5 devices . 
device of the group to be a host that provides a connection As a first illustrative example , a particular remote server 
to the application server , to enable functionality of the computing system may be a game server as discussed above , 
groupware application to be provided to the group of mobile with a GUI of a game application allowing different users to 
devices in a coordinated and distributed manner . In either of interact with different portions of the game via the distrib 
the first and second illustrative examples , if a connection to 10 uted display canvas ( e . g . , in ways that their actions affect 
the remote server computing system is not currently avail - other users in other portions of the game ) , or instead 
able or in use , the host mobile device may attempt to provide multiple users may simultaneously interact with some or all 
some or all of the functionality that would otherwise have of the same portion of the game but on different displays via 
been provided by the remote server computing system with the distributed display canvas . As a second illustrative 
respect to providing distributed functionality for a applica - 15 example , a particular remote server computing system may 
tion to the mobile devices of the group , such as by using be an application server as discussed above , with a GUI of 
information that is stored locally to the host mobile device an application allowing different users to interact with 
or that is otherwise accessible to the host mobile device different functionality provided by the application via the 
( e . g . , is stored on one or more other mobile devices of the distributed display canvas ( e . g . , different portions of a 
group ) . In addition to distributed games and distributed 20 document being created in a distributive manner ) , or instead 
groupware applications , a variety of other types of applica - multiple users may simultaneously interact with some or all 
tions may be used by a group of multiple devices in various of the same functionality of the application but on different 
embodiments and situations . displays via the distributed display canvas ( e . g . , the same set 

The matchmaking operations , such as to determine of slides being displayed as part of a discussion ) . In either 
whether and / or how a group of multiple inter - connected 25 of the first and second illustrative examples , if a connection 
mobile devices will provide functionality to each other to the remote server computing system is not currently 
and / or will access functionality from one or more remote available or in use , the host mobile device may attempt to 
server computing systems , may include considering one or provide some or all of the functionality that would otherwise 
more of a variety of factors when selecting a particular host , have been provided by the remote server computing system 
such as factors corresponding to the mobile devices that are 30 with respect to providing the distributed display canvas 
part of the group , to the users associated with those mobile functionality , such as by using information that is stored 
devices , and / or to the application being accessed . In addi - locally to the host mobile device or that is otherwise 
tion , in some embodiments and situations , multiple host accessible to the host mobile device ( e . g . , is stored on one 
mobile devices may be selected for a particular group to or more other mobile devices of the group ) . In addition to 
provide distributed functionality for an application to the 35 distributed games and distributed applications , a variety of 
mobile devices of the group , such as to operate together in other types of GUIs and distributed information may be 
a distributed manner , or instead at different times or in displayed via a group of multiple devices in various embodi 
different roles . Additional details related to such matchmak - ments and situations . 
ing operations are included below . The automated operations that are performed to provide 

The described techniques further include providing a 40 display of a distributed canvas GUI may include considering 
distributed display canvas functionality in at least some one or more of a variety of factors with respect to how the 
embodiments , by using the displays of multiple inter - con - GUI of an application is displayed across multiple mobile 
nected mobile devices of a group to display some or all of devices of a group , including in some embodiments to be 
the graphical user interface of an application , such as by controlled in whole or in part by the DFP server system , and 
displaying on each mobile device a distinct portion of the 45 in at least some embodiments to be controlled in whole or in 
graphical user interface that is specific to a user of that part by the application ( e . g . , an application that is supported 
mobile device . As discussed in greater detail with respect to by but not part of the DFP server system , such as if provided 
FIGS . 3A and 3B , the distributed display canvas function by an operator that is different from the operator of the DFP 
ality may in some embodiments include displaying different server system ) . In addition , in some embodiments and 
vertical or horizontal slices of the graphical user interface of 50 situations , multiple host mobile devices may be selected for 
an application , such that if the multiple mobile devices of the a particular group to provide the distributed canvas GUI 
group were lined up side - by - side and / or top - to - bottom in the display functionality for a application to the mobile devices 
correct order , a larger section of some or all of the graphical of the group , such as to operate together in a distributed 
user interface would be visible across the various displays manner , or instead at different times or in different roles . 
such functionality may be provided in situations in which 55 Additional details related to such distributed canvas GUI 
the mobile devices of the group are proximate to each other display functionality are included below . 
( e . g . , within a specified number of feet , within a room , etc . ) The described techniques further include providing capa 
or are remote from each other ( e . g . , separated by one or more bilities to accommodate changes to a group of mobile 
networks and / or by at least a minimum geographical dis devices , including with respect to a current host of the group 
tance ) . In other embodiments and situations , the different 60 and / or to distributed dynamic canvas functionality being 
portions of the distributed display canvas may not be distinct provided for the group . With respect to a current host , the 
slices , such as if each device display is analogous to a described techniques may include providing host migration 
viewing pane for a distributed display canvas that is larger capabilities in at least some embodiments that enable chang 
in both horizontal and vertical directions ( and possibly in ing a host for a group of multiple mobile devices when one 
other manners ) than the area of the viewing pane . In 65 or more criteria are satisfied , including in some situations 
addition , in some embodiments and situations , each device when a current host for the group leaves the group or 
in a group will show a unique portion of the distributed otherwise becomes unavailable to serve as the host for the 
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group ( e . g . , loses connection capabilities to one or more which the mobile device is executing multiple different 
remote server computing systems , leaves a geographic loca - applications corresponding to the different groups ( e . g . , 
tion or area of the group of mobile devices , requests to no playing a distributed game as part of a first group of mobile 
longer be the host , etc . ) . Such host migration capabilities devices , and participating in a distributed communication 
may include performing additional matchmaking operations 5 application as part of a second group of mobile devices ) , 
to select a new host for the group of mobile devices , whether whether the multiple groups are distinct other than for that 
in the same manner or a different manner from prior match - mobile device being in both groups , or instead have other 
making operations that were previously performed to select overlapping member devices , and whether or not there are 
the current host that is being replaced . For example , if a any interactions between the multiple different applications . 
current host device for a group of multiple devices is 10 In addition , in some embodiments and situations , particu 
engaged in a session of interactions with one or more remote lar users and / or mobile devices may be invited to join a 
server systems ( e . g . , as part of executing one or more particular group and / or may be provided with information 
particular applications for the group ) , and a new host device that enables the user and / or mobile device to perform actions 
is selected from one of the other multiple devices in the to initiate joining a group . For example , a particular user 
group , the new host device may seamlessly take over and 15 may be provided with information about one or more other 
continue the same ongoing session of interactions with those users that are geographically nearby , such as to enable the 
one or more remote server systems . particular user to join those other users and participate in a 

In addition , when the mobile devices of the group are group with them if so desired , or the particular user may be 
being used to provide a distributed display canvas GUI , the provided with information about one or more other users 
described techniques may further include dynamically 20 that are geographically remote but participating in particular 
modifying the displays on one or some or all of the mobile activities of interest ( e . g . , using a particular application ) , 
devices of the group to reflect a modified distributed display such as to enable the particular user to logically join those 
canvas , such as to distribute the display canvas across a other users over one or more computer networks and par 
different group of mobile devices when the group member - ticipate in a group with them if so desired . The information 
ship changes ( e . g . , a mobile device leaves the group , a 25 provided to the particular user may in some embodiments 
mobile device joins the group , etc . ) . In at least some and situations be only partial information about the other 
embodiments and situations , the host change operations users and / or mobile devices , such as to protect private 
and / or distributed display canvas modification operations information of the other users ( e . g . , as specified by those 
may be performed dynamically while a game or other other users , such as in previously specified preferences or 
application continues to be in use by the mobile devices of 30 access controls ) or for other reasons ( e . g . , to limit an amount 
the group ( e . g . , by continuing ongoing operations of a of bandwidth used , to provide only information that is 
particular interaction session with one or more remote server currently most relevant , etc . ) — as one example , the provided 
systems ) , including to make any changes in a manner that is information may indicate a general location and activities of 
transparent to some or all of the mobile devices and / or their other users , without providing information about identities 
users . The host change operations and / or distributed display 35 of the other users . 
canvas modification operations may be performed or coor - For illustrative purposes , some embodiments are 
dinated in some situations by one or more mobile devices of described in which particular types of functionality are 
the group ( e . g . , by a current host device , by all of the mobile provided to groups of mobile devices in particular manners . 
devices of the group in a distributed manner , etc . ) , including These examples are provided for illustrative purposes and 
in situations in which a remote connection to a remote server 40 are simplified for the sake of brevity , and the inventive 
computing system is not available or is otherwise not in use , techniques can be used in a wide variety of other situations , 
and may also be performed or coordinated in some situations some of which are discussed below , including in some 
by a remote DFP Server 100 . Additional details related to embodiments in which some or all of the members of a 
such modifications to functionality provided for a group of group are not mobile devices or otherwise differ from the 
mobile devices are included below . 45 example in one or more manners . 

In addition , in at least some embodiments , a group of FIG . 1A is a network diagram illustrating an example 
multiple mobile devices may be formed with respect to a embodiment of interactions that involve interconnecting and 
particular application , such as based on those mobile devices using multiple mobile devices together in a distributed 
participating in that application in a distributed manner manner . In particular , in the example of FIG . 1A , a Distrib 
other groups of mobile devices may also optionally be 50 uted Functionality Provider ( “ DFP ” ) server program 100 is 
executing that same application in a simultaneous or over - executing on one or more configured computing systems 
lapping manner , but with each group ' s execution of the ( not shown ) that are remove from various mobile devices 
application being unrelated to that of the other groups . In 150 , in order to provide functionality to users ( not shown ) of 
such embodiments , the group membership for a particular the mobile devices 150 as clients of the DFP server program . 
group may change as users join or leave the distributed use 55 The illustrated example of the DFP server 100 includes 
of the application , even if a particular mobile device that various software modules 101 - 109 and uses various infor 
joins or leaves has not changed its location or current use of mation 121 - 128 , as discussed in further detail below . The 
mobile device capabilities . Thus , if a number of mobile DFP server 100 may also optionally interact with one or 
devices are in a given geographic location or area ( e . g . , in a more other DFP server programs 105 , such as over one or 
room or building ) , different subsets of the mobile devices 60 more networks ( not shown ) , and with such optional other 
may be joined together into different groups , and the group DFP server programs 105 providing similar types of func 
memberships may change not only based on the locations of tionality to other mobile devices ( not shown ) . In addition , in 
the mobile devices ( e . g . , based on mobile devices joining or some embodiments the DFP server 100 may optionally 
leaving the geographic location or area ) , but also based on provide one or more application programs 165 that are 
changes in activities of users of the mobile devices . In some 65 available for use by mobile devices 150 , although in other 
embodiments and situations , a mobile device may simulta - embodiments some or all such applications may instead be 
neously be part of multiple groups , including in situations in provided by other distinct application server computing 
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devices ( not shown ) and supported by the DFP server 150 of the group via only remote connections 180 ( e . g . , if 
( whether those applications are hosted by the configured mobile device 1 was not connected directly to any other 
computing systems providing the DFP server or by other mobile device 150 , and instead was only indirectly con 
remote computing systems , such as other game server sys - nected to client device 3 via remote connections 180a and 
tems ) . As discussed below , in some embodiments and situ - 5 180c via the DFP server 100 ) , including to optionally have 
ations , some or all of the functionality of the DFP Server 100 one or more other mobile devices ( not shown ) that are part 
is instead provided locally to a group of mobile devices by of the group but are separated from the illustrated mobile 
one or some or all of those mobile devices , such as without devices 150 via one or more networks 190 . Alternatively , in 
any interactions to a separate remote DFP server system , by embodiments and situations in which some or all of the 
using DFP client software 155 and corresponding locally 10 functionality of the DFP Server 100 is instead provided 
stored information ( not shown ) on those mobile devices . locally to a group of mobile devices by one or some or all 

In the example of FIG . 1A , the DFP server 100 is of those mobile devices , the network 190 and any remote 
providing functionality to an example group of multiple connections 180 may not be present or used . Additionally , in 
client mobile devices 150 , such as with respect to distributed some embodiments , one or more of the client devices 150 
execution of an example application ( in this example , Appli - 15 may not be mobile ( e . g . , may be a desktop computer ) and / or 
cation 1 165a ) — an embodiment of such a DFP server 100 may be connected to one or more other client devices 150 
may further be supporting other groups of mobile devices via a wired connection . 
with respect to the same or other applications , although such In at least some embodiments , the client mobile devices 
other groups are not illustrated with respect to FIG . 1A . In may include , for example , one or more of the following : a 
this example , each mobile device 150 includes a copy 161 20 smart phone or other cellular phone , a tablet computer , a 
of at least some of the application A , although in other slate computer , a PDA ( personal digital assistant ” ) , a laptop 
embodiments may access functionality of an application or netbook , etc . A non - exclusive list of example types of 
using only software on the mobile device that is not specific mobile devices includes the following : an iPhone , an iPad , 
to the application ( e . g . , a Web browser , not shown ) — for an iPod Touch , an Android OS ( “ operating system ” ) device , 
example , mobile device 1 150a includes a copy 161a of 25 a Windows Phone OS device , a Kindle Fire device , a Nook 
Application 1 ( the copy of Application 1 for client device N Tablet device , a Blackberry device , a Nintendo DS device , 
150n is not shown ) . In addition , each mobile device 150 a portable Sony PlayStation device , etc . In certain embodi 
includes a copy 155 of client software for the DFP server ments , the client devices may be GPS - enabled devices 
100 , as discussed in greater detail below - for example , containing GPS receivers , and / or may include other loca 
mobile device 1 includes a copy 155a of the DFP client 30 tion - aware technology such as Wi - Fi location services . 
software ( the copy of the DFP client for client device N 150n Moreover , in at least some embodiments , a particular client 
is not shown ) . As discussed below , in some embodiments device may store various information ( whether in a volatile 
and situations , some or all of the functionality of the DFP or non - volatile manner ) , such as relating to the location of 
Server 100 is instead provided locally to a group of mobile the device , including the current location of the device , the 
devices by one or some or all of those mobile devices , such 35 location history of the device over a certain period of time , 
as by using the DFP client software 155 and corresponding a record of particular Wi - Fi networks with which the device 
locally stored information not shown ) on those mobile has communicated or which have been available for com 
devices . In addition , some or all of the mobile devices 150 m unication , etc . In addition , various information may be 
may further include and / or execute copies of other applica - stored relating to the prior activities of the user associated 
tions , although such other applications are not illustrated on 40 with the device , such as a record of locations that the user 
the mobile devices 150 . has visited . In addition , in some situations , a user may use 

In this example , the mobile devices 150 are inter - con multiple computing devices at various times , whether seri 
nected as a virtual or logical group to perform the coordi - ally or simultaneously . 
nated and distributed execution of application A , via one or In the example embodiment , the DFP client software 155 
more inter - connections 170 between the various mobile 45 on the mobile devices 150 may include at least a subset of 
devices 150 . In particular , as discussed in greater detail the DFP server 100 functionality ( e . g . , may include local 
elsewhere , each mobile device 150 is currently connected to copies of some or all of the modules 101 - 109 ) , although in 
at least one other mobile device 150 via one or more other embodiments the DFP client software 155 may instead 
connections , with some mobile devices being connected to lack some or all such modules and instead enable interac 
multiple other mobile devices ( e . g . , mobile device 3 150c 50 tions between a mobile device 150 and the DFP server 100 
may be connected in a 1 - to - 1 manner to mobile device N so that the modules 101 - 109 that are part of the DFP server 
150n via a first connection , and may separately be connected 100 may provide functionality to the mobile device 150 as 
to both mobile device 1 and mobile device 2 150b via a appropriate . In addition , a particular mobile device may 
distinct second connection ) . Thus , each of the mobile store some or all of the information 121 - 128 locally to the 
devices 150 includes one or more types of connection 55 mobile device , including information specific to the device 
capabilities , although local connection capability types ( e . g . , and its one or more users and its one or more applications . 
Bluetooth , Wi - Fi , infrared , wired Ethernet , etc . ) are not Automated matchmaking operations may be performed to 
separately shown in the example of FIG . 1A - FIG . 1B select a host mobile device 150 to provide a connection to 
includes additional details about examples of possible types the DFP server 100 in some embodiments and situations , 
of inter - connections between devices of the group . In addi - 60 whether operations that are performed in whole or in part by 
tion , mobile devices 1 and 3 each includes capabilities 160 a DFP Server 100 that is remote from the mobile devices 150 
to remotely connect to the DFP server 100 ( e . g . , 3G wireless , and / or operations that are performed in whole or in part by 
4G wireless , etc . ) via remote connections 180 over one or one or more of the mobile devices 150 that are providing 
more networks 190 , such as the Internet , one or more functionality of the DFP Server 100 using DFP client 
cellular networks , etc . While not illustrated in this example , 65 software 155 . For example , the DFP client software 155a on 
in some situations one or more mobile devices 150 of the mobile device 1 may have previously established remote 
group may be connected to one or more other mobile devices connection 180a with the DFP server 100 , and / or the DFP 
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client software 155c on mobile device 3 may have previ complete in at least some respects than information available 
ously established remote connection 180c with the DFP to the DFP server 100 , a host selection made locally by the 
server 100 , and if so the manager module 101 of the DFP D FP client software 155 may be temporary until the DFP 
server 100 may perform the automated matchmaking opera - server 100 is available to make a selection based on other 
tions . In particular , in this example the mobile device 1 and 5 such information 121 - 128 . Such client - side automated 
mobile device 3 may be candidates to serve as an initial matchmaking operations may further include , for example , 
current host for the group based on their respective remote one of the DFP client software copies performing the 
network connectivity capabilities 160 , optionally along with operations ( e . g . , after being elected by other DFP client 
one or more other mobile devices 4 through N - 1 ( not software copies as a current leader , or otherwise being 
shown ) , and thus the matchmaking operations may select 10 selected or configured to act as a current leader ) , or by 
one of those candidate mobile devices . In this example , multiple of the DFP client software copies performing the 
mobile device 3 is illustrated as having been selected to act operations in a distributed manner . During times when no 
as a current host for the group of devices 150 ( as highlighted remote connections 180 between the mobile devices of the 
in bold , and being labeled the “ Group Host ” ) , with estab - group and the DFP server 100 exist , the DFP client software 
lished remote connection 180c with the DFP server 100 15 155 and / or local application copies 161 may nonetheless 
providing connectivity between the group and the DFP continue to provide at least some functionality of the appli 
server 100 . In some embodiments , established remote con - cation to the group , and may further locally store informa 
nection 180a between non - host mobile device 1 and the DFP tion on one or more of the mobile devices 150 about output 
server 100 may not be used for group operations ( e . g . , generated , activities performed and other current status 
optionally may be closed ) while mobile device 3 acts as the 20 information — if so , when a host ( or optionally any member 
host for the group , while in other embodiments the estab of the group ) is later able to establish a remote connection 
lished remote connection 180a may continue to be used in 180 to the DFP server 100 , some or all such locally stored 
various manners ( e . g . , to provide functionality to mobile information may be sent to the DFP server 100 to enable 
device 1 that is not related to group activities ; to perform update of the information 121 - 128 . As one example , infor 
group - related communications , such as in a distributed 25 mation about performance of particular users within the 
manner with mobile device 3 and / or as a backup to mobile application may be stored as part of leaderboard information 
device 3 ; etc . ) . 127 , such as for a game application . In other embodiments , 

After the selection of a group host device is made , the no remote DFP Server 100 may be provided , and all func 
DFP server 100 may notify the DFP client software 155 on tionality of the DFP Server 100 may instead be provided by 
one or more of the mobile devices of the group ( e . g . , the 30 the mobile devices of the group using the DFP client 
DFP client software 155 on the selected host ) , and the DFP software 155 . 
client software 155 on the selected host may perform further As previously noted , functionality of the DFP server 
operations to convey information between the DFP server system ( whether provided via one or more remote comput 
100 and / or an application server ( not shown ) and the mobile ing systems and / or by the mobile devices of the group ) may 
devices of the group . Such application - specific information 35 use various types of information when performing auto 
may in some situations include information from other mated matchmaking operations , such as to select one or 
storage 128 , such as application - specific content to be pro more host devices from a current group of multiple devices 
vided to users , application - specific data generated by users , and / or to select particular devices to participate in a group 
other application - specific state for particular applications ( e . g . , to add to an existing group , to use to create a new 
and groups , etc . Other storage 128 may further store other 40 group , etc . ) . For example , the DFP server 100 may have 
types of information , including information specific to par stored various information 121 - 128 regarding the mobile 
ticular users ( e . g . , photos , social networking posts , social devices 150 , their users , their locations and the application 
networking profile messages , etc . ) , available types of con - in use , such as based on previous registration activities 
tent ( e . g . , audio clips or files , video files , images , etc . ) ; etc . and / or interactions with the DFP server 100 , and may use 
In addition , in at least some embodiments , the manager 45 such information as part of performing the automated 
module 101 of the DFP server 100 ( or similar functionality matchmaking operations . Such information may be stored 
of the DFP client software 155 ) may provide functionality to in , for example , one or more of the following : device profile 
coordinate or provide a distributed canvas display among the information 122 ( e . g . , device hardware type ; device OS 
mobile devices of the group , although in other embodiments type ; device software , such as application programs , librar 
the Application 1 may perform some or all such activities . 50 ies , utilities , etc . ; device capabilities , such as connection 

In other embodiments , if no remote connections 180 type ( s ) , processing power , memory amount and type , stor 
between the mobile devices of the group and the DFP server age amount and type , etc . ; device status , such as current 
100 exist at a time of performing automated matchmaking battery level and connection strength ; etc . ) ; user profile 
operations , or based on other configuration of the DFP client information 121 ( e . g . , account information ; activity patterns , 
software 155 on one or more of the mobile devices of the 55 such as how long a user has played a particular application 
group , the DFP client software 155 on one or more of the or applications generally on average in the past ; user pref 
mobile devices of the group may instead perform such erences , such as whether the user is willing to allow his or 
automated matchmaking operations , such as temporarily her device to serve as a host ; social network information , 
until the DFP server 100 is available to make a regular host such as information about friends and followers ; prior 
selection , or instead in place of the DFP server 100 . FIG . 1C 60 activities of the user , such as whether he or she has acted as 
includes additional details related to examples of such a watcher or spectator to an application , by receiving access 
client - side automated matchmaking operations . Such client - to at least some of a distributed canvas GUI display func 
side automated matchmaking operations may include , for tionality for the application without being able to modify or 
example , using locally stored information ( not shown ) on affect the performance of the application ; etc . ) ; application 
one or some or all of the mobile devices 150 of the group , 65 profile information 123 ( e . g . , information about levels , a 
such as to correspond to some or all of the information textual description , types of data usage patterns during 
121 - 128 — since such locally stored information may be less application execution , etc . ) ; location information 124 ( e . g . , 
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current location , such as expressed in latitude and longitude at least some of the information may correspond to or 
and optionally bearing or heading and optionally altitude ; a reference , for example , user profiles 121 , device profiles 
history of past locations , such as to reflect a previously 122 , application profiles 123 and location information 124 . 
traveled path ; etc . ) ; etc . For example , an application may provide information about 

In addition , in at least some embodiments , the DFP server 5 a variety of types of events ( e . g . , application start , applica 
100 may gather some or all such information to be used in tion end , application phase or stage start or end , particular 
automated matchmaking operations and include it as part of user action , particular group achievement , etc . ) , with the 
separate matchmaking information 125 , such as to facilitate information being of various types . In addition , the various 
rapid access to particular information of use , to track current modules 101 - 109 may perform various analyses of the 
hosts that have been selected , to track previous hosts that 10 analytics information , such as to perform data mining or 
have been selected , to track current alternative candidates otherwise determine patterns from or other aggregations of 
for hosts for particular groups , etc . ) - the matchmaking multiple events , and resulting information that is generated 
information 125 may further include additional information may be stored in various manners ( e . g . , in other storage 128 , 
specific to the automated matchmaking operations , such as as other analytics information 126 events , etc . ) . A non 
information about particular factors that are configured to be 15 exclusive list of types of information that may be stored for 
used ( e . g . , for all groups and applications , for particular an event includes the following : a particular activity ; one or 
applications , for particular groups , etc . ) , information about more users ( e . g . , via a unique user ID ) , such to enable 
how to combine particular factors ( e . g . , ways to weight or corresponding information to be accessed from the user 
otherwise combine information may multiple factors ) , infor - profiles 121 ; one or more devices ( e . g . , via a unique device 
mation about when to perform automated matchmaking 20 ID ) , such to enable corresponding information to be 
operations ( e . g . , upon request , upon a change in a currently accessed from the device profiles 122 ; a particular applica 
selected host that prevents that mobile device from continu tion ( e . g . , via a unique application ID ) , such to enable 
ing to act as a host , upon other defined criteria , etc . ) , etc . , and corresponding information to be accessed from the applica 
with particular such information being specified for an tion profiles 123 ; a location ( e . g . , via a set of location 
application by the application provider and / or by a distinct 25 coordinates or other information that uniquely identifies a 
operator of the DFP Server 100 functionality , or being location ) , such to optionally enable corresponding informa 
specified for multiple applications ( e . g . , all applications ) by tion to be accessed from the location information 124 ; a state 
a distinct operator of the DFP Server 100 functionality of the application ( e . g . , a current stage , level , group score , 

As one specific example in which a group of multiple etc . ) ; one or more application - specific tags ( e . g . , text or 
mobile devices selects a host device without using a remote 30 other information that is meaningful to the application ) ; etc . 
DFP Server 100 , the selection may be made without con - In the illustrated example , the initial host selection for the 
sideration of any remote connections by the mobile devices group has selected mobile device 3 to act as the host , such 
to remote server computing systems and / or without consid - as to use remote connection 180c to provide application 
eration of remote network connectivity capabilities — in related capabilities to other mobile devices of the group 
stead , the selection may be made by one or more of the 35 from one or more remote computing systems . The initial 
mobile devices based on one or more of the following types host selection may be made , for example , based on one or 
of factors : capabilities of the selected host mobile device more of the following factors : remote connection 180c being 
( e . g . , processing speed , network transmission speed to other preferred to remote connection 180a , such as based on it 
mobile devices of the group via local inter - connections , having higher bandwidth , lower latency , lower monetary 
etc . ) ; information about the selected host mobile device 40 cost of use , greater reliability or stability ( e . g . , less likely to 
relative to other mobile devices of the group ( e . g . , relative have lost packets or dropped connections ) , etc . ; mobile 
location , such as to select a centrally located device based on device 3 being preferred to mobile device 1 , such as based 
distance to other of the mobile devices , orientation , such as on it having faster computing capabilities and / or greater 
to select a location of the host device so that some or all of computing - related resources , greater reliability or stability 
the other mobile device users face that host device , possibly 45 ( e . g . , less likely to fail ; more likely to operate longer , such 
to allow those users to see each others ' displays as part of a as based on battery life remaining ; etc . ) , etc . ; the user of 
distributed canvas display functionality ; etc . ) ; information mobile device 3 being preferred to the user of mobile device 
about the user of the selected host mobile device ( e . g . , 1 , such as based on being expected to remain as part of the 
willingness of the user to use the mobile device to act as the group for longer ; etc . If it is later determined to change hosts 
host ; past behavior of the user in remaining as a host until 50 ( e . g . , based on mobile device 3 shutting down or leaving the 
an application is completed or otherwise remaining in group ) , mobile device 1 , for example , may be selected at that 
groups for long or short periods of time ; a preferred status time to replace mobile device 3 as the current host , such as 
of the user , such as to enable users who have reached a based on mobile device 1 being the only remaining group 
preferred status or level within an application or with respect device with a remote connection 180 to the DFP server 100 
to the DFP Server system to have the first opportunity to act 55 and / or other remote computing systems , or based on per 
as a host and receive corresponding benefits that are pro - forming the same type of selection process as for the initial 
vided ; etc . ) ; etc . In other situations , some or all of these selection between multiple candidate hosts . FIG . 1B 
types of factors may instead be considered in situations in includes additional details related to an example of changing 
which a remote DFP Server 100 is used and / or the host hosts for the group . 
selection is made based in part on consideration of remote 60 In addition , in some embodiments a particular mobile 
connections by the mobile devices to remote server com - device and a particular group may be matched ( e . g . , if 
puting systems and / or of corresponding remote network multiple alternative groups are available for that mobile 
connectivity capabilities . device ) based on consideration of one or more factors that 

In some embodiments and situations , the automated may include some or all of the same factors as discussed 
matchmaking operations may further use analytics informa - 65 above with respect to host selection . Furthermore , in some 
tion , which includes information of various types corre - embodiments , such matching may be performed to increase 
sponding to different types of events of interest that occur — or decrease diversity of particular types of mobile devices 
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and / or device capabilities within a group , such as to combine m ent , the additional modules include an advertisement 
multiple devices of the same or similar types ( e . g . , devices server module 103 that may provide advertisements for 
that have the same or similar capabilities ) to enable different display or other presentation on particular mobile devices 
users to receive the same or similar user experience , and / or 150 at particular times , including in conjunction with par 
to provide a group with a device having preferred capabili - 5 ticular applications ( e . g . , at particular locations within an 
ties ( e . g . , to add a device having remote network capabilities application ; at particular times within an application , such as 
to a group that lacks such capabilities in some or all of its upon request by the application for display at a particular 
current members ) . part of the application functionality ; etc . ) such advertise 

As one specific example of interactions that may occur , ments may , for example , be stored as part of the other 
mobile device 1 may be an iPhone device that has 3G 10 storage 128 or instead on other remote storage ( not shown ) 
wireless remote connectivity capabilities 160a and also and / or may be served from one or more remote ad server 
Wi - Fi wireless local connectivity capabilities , and mobile systems ( e . g . , an ad server system provided by an operator 
device 2 may be an iPod Touch device that has only Wi - Fi distinct from the operator of the DFP Server system ) , and 
wireless local connectivity capabilities . The user of mobile may be selected in various manners ( e . g . , using some or all 
device 1 ( referred to as “ User A ” in this specific example ) 15 of the information 121 - 128 to personalize or otherwise 
may invite the user of mobile device 2 ( referred to as “ User direct particular advertisements to particular recipients and 
B ” in this specific example ) to participate in chat activities situations ) . While different users and mobile devices within 
using an application with corresponding capabilities ( e . g . , a group may receive different advertisements in a particular 
APNS , or “ Apple Push Notification Service ” , capabilities ) , embodiment and situation , in other embodiments and situ 
and User B accepts and joins a corresponding chat room 20 ations a single advertisement may be sent to some or all 
with User A . Subsequently , User A launches Application 1 mobile devices within a group . 
on mobile device 1 , and then navigates to a friends list In the illustrated embodiment , the additional modules also 
provided by Application 1 and locates User B . User A then include a messaging server module 105 that may be used to 
toggles a button provided by Application 1 that looks like a send messages to particular mobile devices and / or all mobile 
chat bubble , to indicate to send an invitation to chat with 25 devices within a group , such as from the DFP Server 100 
User B . Application 1 then sends a notification to User B and / or from a particular application . As one example , a 
indicating that User A has requested to chat with User B . third - party application owner or provider distinct from an 
Using the Wi - Fi connection on mobile device 2 , User B operator of the DFP server may request that a specified 
accepts User A ' s request , and taps a button that launches message be sent to all current and / or prior users of the 
Application 1 and that performs automated matchmaking 30 application , such as to provide promotional content related 
operations for User A and User B based on User A ' s request to that application or to other products or services ( e . g . , 
to chat . The result of the matchmaking operations is to select another application from that application owner or pro 
mobile device 1 as the current host , such as because User A vider ) . 
initiated the request , and mobile device 2 acts as a client of In the illustrated embodiment , the additional modules also 
mobile device 1 . As a second specific example of interac - 35 include a payment module 107 that may be used to exchange 
tions that may occur , a user of one of the mobile devices payments with users and / or with application owners or other 
could have the mobile device with him or her without providers . For example , users may be charged various fees 
currently using it ( e . g . , it is in a pocket or holster ) , but the by application providers and / or may be charged various fees 
mobile device could nonetheless be part of a group , includ by the DFP Server 100 for particular functionality that it 
ing to act as a host for the group ( e . g . , without the user ' s 40 provides , and if so the payment module 107 may be used to 
current knowledge , such as based on previous approval obtain those fees ( e . g . , one - time fees , on - going subscrip 
given by the user for the mobile device to be used in such tions , usage - based fees , etc . ) . 
a manner ) — if so , the user may receive benefits ( e . g . , mon - In the illustrated embodiment , the additional modules 
etary fees , “ points ” within an application or for the DFP may also optionally include one or more other modules 109 
Server , etc . ) for providing a hosting server that others can 45 that may be used to provide other types of functionality of 
use . Such functionality enables the providing of computing interest . As one example , a third - party application owner or 
connectivity and services for a fee , leveraging payments and provider distinct from an operator of the DFP server may 
transacting based upon digital goods / currency , while the request that a specified message be sent to all current and / or 
owner is not even paying attention and / or is using other prior users of the application , such as to provide promotional 
applications on their mobile device . 50 content related to that application or to other products or 

In the illustrated embodiment , the Manager Module 101 services ( e . g . , another application from that application 
may perform automated operations to provide both match - owner or provider ) . 
making functionality ( including group host selection func - FIG . 1B continues the example of FIG . 1A , and includes 
tionality ) and distributed canvas GUI display functionality additional details regarding an example of matchmaking 
( and optionally additional types of functionality ) , while in 55 operations that are performed to select a new host device for 
other embodiments two different modules may be used that the group of mobile devices based on one or more types of 
each provide only one of the matchmaking functionality and changes that may occur . In addition , various details are 
distributed canvas GUI display functionality , and in yet illustrated with respect to examples of inter - connections 170 
other embodiments one or both of the matchmaking func - that may exist between various of the mobile devices of the 
tionality and distributed canvas GUI display functionality 60 group , while some details shown in FIG . 1A are not included 
may not be provided by the DFP Server system ( or only in FIG . 1B for the sake of simplicity ( e . g . , information about 
portions of such functionality may be provided , such as only modules 101 - 109 , applications 165 , other optional DFP 
one of group host selection and other types of matchmaking Servers 105 , stored data 121 - 128 , etc . ) . 
functionality ) . With respect to the additional details illustrated in FIG . 1B 

In addition to the operations of module 101 , the DFP 65 corresponding to possible types of inter - connections 170 
Server 100 may further in some embodiments include one or between the mobile devices of the group , FIG . 1B illustrates 
more additional modules 103 - 109 . In the illustrated embodi one possible example of types of inter - connections that 
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might be present and in use . In particular , in this example , Another type of change that may occur is for client device 
various of the client devices include Wi - Fi - based inter - 3 to lose its ability to participate in the Wi - Fi inter - connec 
communication capabilities and are interconnected via a tion 170b , as shown via indicator 181b , but continue to have 
Wi - Fi connection 170b , including client devices 1 , 3 , and N . an existing connection 180c to the DFP Server 100 ( e . g . , due 
Furthermore , in this example , client device 2 150b includes 5 to a problem with transmitter hardware and / or software of 
inter - communication capabilities that include only use of the client device 3 , due to client device 3 moving to a location 
Bluetooth networking protocol , and thus participates in the outside of range of inter - connection 1706 , etc . ) . If so , client 
group based on a Bluetooth - based inter - connection 170a device 3 may continue to participate in the group via the 
between client device 2 and client device 1 150a ( such as if remote connection 180c , in a manner similar to that 
client device 1 is the only other device of the group with 10 described with respect to client device 5 and inter - connec 
Bluetooth capabilities that is within a sufficient proximity to tion 170d . In addition , with either of the changes of type 
client device 2 to enable such an inter - connection ) . Thus , 181a or 181b , if only one of the changes has occurred , client 
during the time that client device 3 acts as the host for the device 4 may also continue to participate in the group via the 
group , group host client device 3 sends group - related com - physical cable inter - connection 170c , by continuing to 
munications to client device 2 through client device 1 as an 15 receive group - related communications via client device 3 . 
intermediate pass - through device , using inter - connection Furthermore , while client device 3 continues to participate 
170a ( and also inter - connection 170b and / or inter - connec - in the group , client device 3 may in some situations continue 
tions 180a and 180c ) . In a somewhat analogous manner , an to be the group host device , while in other situations may no 
additional example client device 4 150d is illustrated in FIG . longer be selected as the group host after the change ( s ) . 
1B , which in this example does not include any wireless 20 Yet another type of change that may occur is illustrated 
inter - communication capabilities — instead , client device 4 with indicator 181c and corresponds to client device 3 no 
participates in the group in this example via a physical cable longer participating in the group . Such a change may be 
inter - connection 170c to client device 3 . Thus , during the caused by , for example , client device 3 having a failure or 
time that client device 3 acts as the host for the group , group otherwise shutting down ( e . g . , due to a lack of sufficient 
host client device 3 sends group - related communications to 25 battery , due to an instruction from its user , etc . ) . Alterna 
client device 4 via that physical cable for inter - connection tively , the change 181c may instead be caused by client 
170c . Client device 5 150e is also newly illustrated in FIG . device 3 leaving a geographic location used for some or all 
1B , and in this example does not include any local wireless of the devices of the group , the user of client device 3 
inter - connection capabilities such as Bluetooth or Wi - Fi , but indicating to stop participating in the group , a shutdown of 
does support remote wireless connection capabilities ( e . g . , 30 software modules 155c and / or 161c on client device 3 , or 
via a 3G or 4G wireless cellular connection ) . Accordingly , in any other situation that causes the device to no longer be part 
this example , client device 5 participates in the group via an of the group . If so , and even if one or both of connection 
inter - connection 170d using one or more remote servers 180c and the ability to use Wi - Fi inter - connection 1706 
( e . g . , the DFP Server 100 ) as intermediate devices , such that remains , client device 3 will be removed from ongoing 
group host client device 3 sends group - related communica - 35 operations of the group . In addition , in this example , client 
tions to client device 5 via the remote servers as pass - device 4 will similarly be removed from participation in the 
through devices . Thus , some devices may support multiple group , since its only current connection to other devices of 
types of inter - connection capabilities ( e . g . , client device 1 , the group was via client device 3 , although in some situa 
which supports Bluetooth , Wi - Fi , and a remote network tions client device 4 may be able to rejoin the group if it is 
connection ) , while other devices may support only a single 40 able to establish a new connection to one or more other 
type of inter - connection capability . devices of the group . 

FIG . 1B further illustrates an example of actions that may In this example , based on any of the changes 181a - 181c 
be taken to select a new device of the group to act as the host occurring , matchmaking operations are performed to select 
for the group based on one or more types of changes that a current host for the group for ongoing operations , while in 
occur . In this example , the types of changes discussed occur 45 other embodiments only a change of type 181c may cause 
with respect to the device of the group that was the current such group host selection matchmaking operations to occur . 
host before the changes in this example , client device 3 ) , While in some situations the matchmaking operations may 
although in other situations one or more types of such determine to retain the same device of the group that was 
changes may occur with respect to one or more other devices previously the host , in this example the matchmaking opera 
in the group , whether instead of or in addition to the device 50 tions include selecting client device 1 to be the new host for 
that was the current host device before the changes . the group for ongoing operations , such as to continue an 

In particular , in this example , one type of change that may ongoing interaction session with the DFP Server 100 . As 
occur is for the client device 3 to lose its ability to commu - discussed in greater detail elsewhere , such matchmaking 
nicate with the DFP Server 100 , as shown by indicator 181a , operations may in some embodiments and situations be 
such as due to a problem with transmitter hardware and / or 55 performed only by the DFP Server 100 , may be performed 
software of client device 3 , due to problems external to by interactions of some or all of the client devices of the 
client device 3 ( e . g . , a third - party service provider that group , or may be based on actions of the DFP Server 100 in 
supports the remote connection 180c , such as a particular combination with that of one or more devices 150 of the 
cellular telephone network provider ) , due to client device 3 group . Furthermore , as discussed in greater detail elsewhere , 
moving to a location that lacks support for the remote 60 one or more of a variety of factors may be used when 
connection 180c , etc . If that is the only type of change , client determining to select client device 1 to act as the new group 
device 3 may continue to participate in the group via the host , including the existence of its remote connection 180a 
Wi - Fi inter - connection 170b , although communications to the DFP Server 100 and / or other capabilities or configu 
between the group and the DFP Server 100 ( or any other ration associated with client device 1 . 
remote servers ) will need to occur in a manner other than the 65 FIG . 1C continues the examples of FIGS . 1A and 1B , but 
prior connection 180c , such as to instead use connection provides additional details involving an embodiment in 
180a . which multiple devices of the group interact without the use 
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of any remote servers . Such a situation may occur , for shown in each mobile device ' s portion of the GUI , in a 
example , if the group was initially interacting with DFP manner that is at least partially specific to the user of that 
Server 100 ( e . g . , being controlled by DFP Server 100 ) , such mobile device , and with such status information enabling 
as in the examples of FIGS . 1A and 1B , and the ability to leaderboard information to be tracked for the game . 
interact with the DFP Server 100 is lost ( e . g . , the DFP Server 5 Thus , in this example , the user of mobile device 1 may 
100 is shut down or otherwise becomes unavailable , all of repeatedly select a vehicle chassis ( shown in this example as 
the remote connections via the network 190 to the DFP a rectangle ) from a storage bin section 310a of the portion 
Server 100 become unavailable , etc . ) . If so , the group may of the distributed canvas GUI shown on the display of device 
continue its prior operations , whether on a temporary basis 1 , and place the selected vehicle chassis on the portion 320a 
until connections to the DFP Server 100 are reestablished , or 10 of the conveyor belt displayed on the GUI portion on mobile 
indefinitely . Such ongoing operations may include the pre - device 1 , such as by using a drag - and - drop action on a 
viously existing host device in this example , client device touch - sensitive screen of mobile device 1 . In this example , 
1 ) taking over the prior role of the DFP Server 100 in the user of mobile device 1 has currently placed two vehicle 
directing operations of the group , such as to provide some or chasses on the portion 320a of the conveyor belt , and has 
all of the functionality that would previously or otherwise 15 previously placed other vehicle chasses on the conveyor belt 
have been provided by the DFP Server 100 . Alternatively , in that have since moved to the right and are now displayed on 
some embodiments and situations , such a change in the one of the other portions 320 , 320c and 320d of the 
ability to interact with a remote DFP Server 100 may initiate conveyor belt . In this example , the user of mobile device 2 
matchmaking operations in which a new host device for the similarly adds a steering wheel to each vehicle chassis on the 
group may optionally be chosen , such as based at least in 20 conveyor belt portion 320b from a storage bin section 310b 
part on factors other than the existence of a remote connec - of portion of the distributed canvas GUI shown on the 
tion to the DFP Server 100 that no longer exists . In yet other display of device 2 , the user of mobile device 3 similarly 
situations , the operation of the group without any remote adds four wheels to each vehicle chassis on the conveyor 
servers may instead occur throughout the entire existence of belt portion 320c from a storage bin section 310c of the 
the group , such as if the group was formed and operates 25 portion of the distributed canvas GUI shown on the display 
without ever interacting with such a remote server . It is of device 3 , and the user of mobile device 4 similarly adds 
noted that in this example , if remote connections to DFP a front seat to each vehicle chassis on the conveyor belt 
Server 100 are not available , client device 5 will not be able portion 320d from a storage bin section 310d of the portion 
to participate in activities of the group , since its only of the GUI shown on the display of device 4 . It will be 
connection to the group previously was via such a remote 30 appreciated that other variations and types of games may be 
connection . used in other embodiments — as one example , if the place 

It will be appreciated that various of the details provided ment of wheels takes longer than other tasks , two different 
in FIGS . 1A - 1C are illustrative , and that other types of users and mobile devices may receive the same or substan 
functionality may be provided in other manners in other tially similar portions of the GUI , such that they both see the 
embodiments . 35 conveyor belt portion 320c and a storage bin section 310c of 

FIGS . 3A and 3B illustrate examples of using multiple the GUI , and can perform the same types of tasks on the 
interconnected mobile devices together in particular distrib - same or different vehicle chasses . In addition , other users 
uted manners . For example , as a continuation of the may be performing other tasks at other earlier or later 
examples discussed with respect to FIGS . 1A - 1C , four portions of the conveyor belt that are not displayed in this 
mobile devices 150 are included as part of a group that is 40 example . 
participating in a coordinated execution of Application 1 in As previously noted with respect to FIGS . 1A - 1C , mobile 
a distributed manner . In this example , the four mobile device 3 was initially selected to be the host for the group of 
devices may be of different types , such as to have different mobile devices 150 , and the display of FIG . 3A corresponds 
sizes and capabilities ( e . g . , different hardware interaction to that time while device 3 is the group host , although its 
controls 340 ) , but each device includes a display area that in 45 status as host in FIG . 3A may be unknown to some or all of 
this example is substantially all of the visible portion of the the users of the mobile devices 150 . As part of that role , 
device . device 3 may have been receiving information from a 

In the example of FIG . 3A , the four mobile devices 150 remote game server system ( e . g . , content to display on the 
are using distributed canvas display capabilities being coor - GUI portions 320a - 320d ) and forwarding corresponding 
dinated by the DFP Server , with each device showing a 50 instructions on to each of the other group devices , receiving 
distinct portion of a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) of information from a remote embodiment of the DFP Server 
Application 1 . While the four mobile devices 150 are 100 ( e . g . , instructions to coordinate the distributed execution 
illustrated in a side - by - side manner , the user of each device of the application ) and similarly forwarding corresponding 
may be able to view only the GUI shown on his or her instructions to other group devices , providing information to 
device , with some or all of the mobile devices 150 optionally 55 the remote game server system ( e . g . , information about a 
being located remotely from each other or otherwise posi - current status of the game , actions of the users , etc . ) that is 
tioned in a way that is not visible to the users of the other initiated or generated on device 3 and / or received from other 
devices . In the example of FIG . 3A , Application 1 is a game of the group devices , and / or providing information to the 
that allows different users to cooperatively build different DFP Server 100 ( e . g . , application state information , device 
portions of toy vehicles that are traveling along a conveyor 60 state information , etc . ) that is initiated or generated on 
belt 320 displayed in the GUI that moves from left to right device 3 and / or received from other of the group devices . 
across the GUIs of mobile devices 150a , 150b , 150c and FIG . 3B continues the example of FIG . 3A , but illustrates 
150d in order , and with the group receiving points for how the dynamic modification functionality of the distributed 
accurately and quickly they build copies of the vehicles , and canvas GUI display capabilities . In particular , in the 
with each user separately receiving points or a score corre - 65 example of FIG . 3B , mobile device 3 has left the group , and 
sponding to that user ' s performance within the game . Cur - the distributed canvas GUI display for the game is dynami 
rent example game and user status information 330a is cally modified to accommodate the current 3 devices that are 
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part of the group . In addition , mobile device 1 dynamically various modules of the DFP Server system 240 may be 
takes over the host functionality for the group , and may present and used in at least some embodiments , as discussed 
begin to perform any of the activities previously performed with respect to FIGS . 1A - 1C and elsewhere . 
by mobile device 3 , including interactions with the remote In the illustrated embodiment , the distributed functional 
game server system and / or remote DFP Server 100 and / or 5 ity provider server system 200 has components that include 
including sending directions to other group devices related one or more CPU processors 205 , various I / O components 
to what game - related information to display , although the 210 , storage 220 , and memory 230 . The illustrated I / O 
switch to use of mobile device 1 may be transparent to some components include a display 211 , a network connection 
or all of the users of the mobile devices 150 , such that the 212 , a computer - readable media drive 213 , and other I / O 
current host continues to be unknown to those users . With 10 devices 215 ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , speakers , etc . ) . In 
respect to the dynamic modification to the distributed canvas addition , the mobile computing devices 250 and / or other 
GUI display for the game , in this example the user of each computing systems 280 may also each include similar 
mobile device continues to perform the same type of actions components to some or all of the components illustrated 
as before , but with the activity of adding wheels to the with respect to distributed functionality provider server 
vehicle that was previously performed by mobile device 3 15 system 200 , but at least some such components are not 
being currently removed from the group activities for the illustrated in this example for the sake of brevity . For 
game . As an alternative , the users of mobile devices 1 and example , the illustrated client mobile computing devices 
2 could instead have continued to perform the same types of 250 may each have one or more CPU processors 251 , I / O 
activities , but the user of mobile device 4 could have had his components 252 such as a display device 253 and other 
or her activities changed to perform the activity of adding 20 components 254 , storage 255 , and memory 257 . In the 
wheels to the vehicle that was previously performed by illustrated embodiment , a client DFP software module 258 is 
mobile device 3 , with the display of mobile device 4 being executing in memory 257 , along with one or more optional 
updated to reflect that previously displayed to mobile device other programs 259 ( e . g . , corresponding to one or more 
3 , and with the activity of adding seats being removed from applications ) . 
the game . As another alternative , all of the users could have 25 An embodiment of a DFP Server system 240 is executing 
had their activities changed in one or more manners , or the in memory 230 , and it interacts with client mobile comput 
game operations could be modified to automatically add ing devices 250 , and optionally other computing systems 
wheels to the vehicle chasses ( e . g . , before or after each 280 and / or storage systems 260 over one or more of the 
chassis is added to the conveyor belt ) . networks 290 . The other computing systems 280 may , for 

Accordingly , in the example of FIGS . 3A and 3B , the DFP 30 example , provide applications , application functionality 
Server 100 supports the dynamic modification of distributed and / or content to mobile computing devices , such as in a 
activities of the group in executing the current application , manner coordinated by the system 240 . The system 240 may 
including to dynamically perform new matchmaking activi - create and / or use various information during operation , such 
ties to select a new host for the group , and to dynamically as information 121 - 128 of FIGS . 1A - 1C , which may be 
coordinate modifications to the distributed canvas display 35 stored in one or more database data structures 260 on storage 
capabilities being provided . As previously noted , the 220 and / or on one or more remote storage systems 260 . The 
dynamic modification of distributed activities of the group in system 240 may include various software instructions that 
executing the current application may be performed in are executed by the system 200 , such as to program or 
whole or in part by a DFP Server 100 that is remote from the otherwise configure the CPU processor ( s ) 205 to perform 
mobile devices 150 and / or may be performed in whole or in 40 particular functionality of the described techniques . Simi 
part by one or more of the mobile devices 150 that are larly , the module 258 may include various software instruc 
providing functionality of the DFP Server 100 using DFP tions that are executed by each of the devices 250 , such as 
client software 155 . to program or otherwise configure the CPU processor ( s ) 251 

It will be appreciated that various of the details provided to perform particular functionality of the described tech 
in FIGS . 3A and 3B are illustrative , and that other types of 45 niques . 
functionality may be provided in other manners in other It will be appreciated that computing systems 200 and 
embodiments . 280 , devices 250 and storage systems 260 are merely 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating example computing illustrative and are not intended to limit the scope of the 
systems suitable for executing an embodiment of a system present invention . The systems and / or devices may instead 
for coordinating interconnection and use of multiple mobile 50 each include multiple interacting computing systems or 
devices together in a distributed manner . In particular , FIG . devices , and may be connected to other devices that are not 
2 illustrates a distributed functionality provider server sys - illustrated , including through one or more networks such as 
tem 200 suitable for executing an embodiment of a DFP the Internet , via the Web , or via private networks ( e . g . , 
Server system 240 that facilitates interactions between vari mobile communication networks , etc . ) . More generally , a 
ous mobile computing devices 250 over a network 290 , such 55 device or other computing system may comprise any com 
as by providing functionality of the DFP server 100 of FIGS . bination of hardware that may interact and perform the 
1A - 1C . The network 290 may include publicly - accessible described types of functionality , optionally when pro 
networks such as the Internet and / or the World Wide Web , grammed or otherwise configured with particular software 
and may also include one or more private networks , such as instructions and / or data structures , including without limi 
private cellular telephone networks or private local - area 60 tation desktop or other computers ( e . g . , tablets , slates , etc . ) , 
networks ( “ ?LANs ” ) . While not illustrated here , in some database servers , network storage devices and other network 
embodiments the distributed functionality provider server devices , smart phones and other cell phones , consumer 
system 200 may include multiple computing systems , some electronics , digital music player devices , handheld gaming 
or all of which may be co - located or otherwise associated devices , PDAs , wireless phones , pagers , electronic organiz 
while others of which may be located remotely from other 65 ers , Internet appliances , television - based systems ( e . g . , 
computing systems within the distributed functionality pro - using set - top boxes and / or personal / digital video recorders ) , 
vider server system . In addition , while not illustrated here , and various other consumer products that include appropri 

elect 
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ate communication capabilities . In addition , the functional a DFP server system to support one or more remote groups 
ity provided by the illustrated DFP Server system 240 may of client devices , on each of one or more or all of the client 
in some embodiments be distributed in various modules . devices of a particular group ( e . g . , as part of DFP Client 
Similarly , in some embodiments , some of the functionality Module software executing on those devices ) , in a distrib 
of the DFP Server system 240 may not be provided and / or 5 uted manner across multiple devices of a group , etc . 
other additional functionality may be available . The illustrated embodiment of the routine 400 begins at 

It will also be appreciated that , while various items are step 405 , where one or more instructions or other types of 
illustrated as being stored in memory or on storage while information are received . The routine then continues to 
being used , these items or portions of them may be trans - block 410 to determine if a request or instruction has been 
ferred between memory and other storage devices for pur - 10 received to form a new group of devices , such as may be 
poses of memory management and data integrity . Alterna - initiated by one or more devices of the new potential group 
tively , in other embodiments some or all of the software ( e . g . , based on actions by the users of those devices ) and / or 
modules and / or systems may execute in memory on another as may be initiated by an embodiment of a DFP Server 
device and communicate with the illustrated computing system based on matchmaking operations that have been 
systems via inter - computer communication . Thus , in some 15 initiated . In this example , if it is determined that instructions 
embodiments , some or all of the described techniques may have been received to form a new group , the routine 
be performed by hardware means that include one or more continues to block 415 to determine the devices to include 
processors and / or memory and / or storage when configured in the group , such as based on one or more devices that 
by one or more software programs ( e . g . , the DFP Server initiated the creation of the group , and / or based on other 
system and / or DFP client software ) and / or data structures , 20 factors discussed in greater detail with respect to performing 
such as by execution of software instructions of the one or matchmaking operations to select devices and users for a 
more software programs and / or by storage of such software group . In block 420 , the routine then determines one or more 
instructions and / or data structures . Furthermore , in some inter - connections ( such as by determining particular inter 
embodiments , some or all of the systems and / or modules connection networking protocols to use ) for each device in 
may be implemented or provided in other manners , such as 25 the group to use to enable its group - related communications , 
by consisting of one or more means that are implemented at and initiates the establishments of such inter - connections if 
least partially in firmware and / or hardware ( e . g . , rather than they do not already exist . After block 420 , the routine 
as a means implemented in whole or in part by software continues to block 425 to optionally download some or all 
instructions that configure a particular CPU or other pro - of the DFP system modules and / or data to some or all of the 
cessor ) , including , but not limited to , one or more applica - 30 devices in the group , such as if those devices do not yet have 
tion - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) , standard integrated those modules or data , and may further optionally initiate 
circuits , controllers ( e . g . , by executing appropriate instruc - execution of newly downloaded or previously existing DFP 
tions , and including microcontrollers and / or embedded con - system software modules to enable the devices to participate 
trollers ) , field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) , complex in the group . 
programmable logic devices ( CPLDs ) , etc . Some or all of 35 After block 425 , or if it is instead determined in block 410 
the modules , systems and data structures may also be stored that the instructions or information received in block 405 are 
( e . g . , as software instructions or structured data ) on a not to form a new group of devices , the routine continues to 
non - transitory computer - readable storage mediums , such as block 430 to determine if instructions or information is 
a hard disk or flash drive or other non - volatile storage received to select a group host for a specified group of 
device , volatile or non - volatile memory ( e . g . , RAM or flash 40 devices , whether for an existing group that already previ 
RAM ) , a network storage device , or a portable media article ously had a host ( e . g . , in response to one or more changes 
( e . g . , a DVD disk , a CD disk , an optical disk , a flash memory that initiate new matchmaking group host selection activi 
device , etc . ) to be read by an appropriate drive or via an ties ) or instead for a new group just formed with respect to 
appropriate connection . The systems , modules and data blocks 415 - 425 . If it is determined to proceed to select a 
structures may also in some embodiments be transmitted via 45 group host for a specified group , the routine continues to 
generated data signals ( e . g . , as part of a carrier wave or other block 440 to execute a Group Host Selection routine , with 
analog or digital propagated signal ) on a variety of com - one example of such a routine described in greater detail 
puter - readable transmission mediums , including wireless with respect to FIG . 5 . 
based and wired / cable - based mediums , and may take a After block 440 , or if it was instead determined in block 
variety of forms ( e . g . , as part of a single or multiplexed 50 430 that the instructions or information received in block 
analog signal , or as multiple discrete digital packets or 405 are not to select a group host , the routine continues to 
frames ) . Such computer program products may also take block 445 to determine whether the instructions or informa 
other forms in other embodiments . Accordingly , embodi - tion received in block 405 are to select one or more 
ments of the present disclosure may be practiced with other applications to execute on behalf of a group , whether a 
computer system configurations . 55 previously existing group or a group newly formed with 

FIG . 4 is a flow diagram of an example embodiment of a respect to blocks 415 - 425 . If so , the routine continues to 
DFP Manager routine 400 , such as to provide a high - level block 450 to select one or more such applications to execute 
overview of some functionality of an example embodiment for the group ( e . g . , based on such applications being iden 
of a DFP Server system and its Manager Module . Thus , the tified in the received instructions , or instead being automati 
routine 400 may be performed by , for example , execution of 60 ?ally determined based on the devices and / or users of the 
the Manager Module 101 of the DFP Server 100 of FIG . 1A , group ) , and to initiate the application execution on some or 
or otherwise by the DFP Servers 100 and 240 of FIGS . all of the group devices . In some embodiments and situa 
1B - 1C and 2 , respectively , or by one or more DFP client tions , the routine may further initiate the download of 
modules acting in place of a DFP server system . Thus , as application software to some or all of the group devices as 
described in greater detail elsewhere , such a routine 400 may 65 part of the operations for block 450 . As discussed in greater 
be executed in various manners and various embodiments , detail elsewhere , instructions to select an application to 
such as by one or more remote computing systems providing execute may be received in various manners , including 
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based on one or more users requesting to execute the group is formed and / or changes to operate after it is formed 
application and correspondingly being added to an existing without use of a remote DFP Server system ) , and if so such 
group or placed in a newly created group to enable such operations of block 515 may not be performed . 
group execution of the requested applications . After block 515 , the routine continues to block 520 to 

After block 450 , or if it was instead determined in block 5 optionally obtain information about one or more of a variety 
445 that the instructions or information received in block of types of factors that may be used in the selection of the 
405 are not to select one or more applications to execute for host , depending on the current embodiment and configura 
a group , the routine continues to block 455 to determine tion . Such other types of information are discussed in greater 
whether instructions or information are received in block detail elsewhere , and may include one or more from the 
405 to initiate the display of a distributed canvas GUI for a 10 following non - exclusive list : capabilities and / or configura 
group , or to otherwise update such a distributed canvas GUI tions of the group devices ; usage patterns , preferences , and 
display . If so , the routine continues to block 460 to execute other information about users of the group devices ; an 
a Distributed Canvas Display routine for the indicated expressed willingness or lack of willingness for a particular 
group , with one example of such a routine discussed in group device to serve as a group host , such as by the users 
greater detail with respect to FIGS . 6A - 6B . 15 of those devices previously or concurrently , or otherwise 

After block 460 , or if it is instead determined in block 455 based on the configurations of those devices ; usage patterns 
that the instructions or information received in block 405 are and other information about one or more applications 
not to initiate or update the display of a distributed canvas selected to be executed for the group ; geographic locations 
GUI , the routine continues to block 485 to determine and / or relative locations of devices in the group ; etc . 
whether one or more other types of instructions or informa - 20 After block 520 , the routine continues to block 580 to 
tion are received in block 405 . If so , the routine continues to select one or more devices in the group to currently act as a 
block 490 to perform such other indicated operations as host for the group based on some or all of the obtained , 
appropriate . Such other types of operations may include , for determined , and identified information described with 
example , registering available applications and storing cor respect to blocks 505 - 520 , as described in greater detail 
responding information , registering users and storing corre - 25 elsewhere . In some embodiments , the selection may be 
sponding information , registering devices and storing cor - made in a distributed manner by multiple devices of the 
responding information , storing or updating location group , based on interactions between the devices . In some 
information corresponding to users and / or devices , generat - embodiments , the decision may be made by a remote DFP 
ing analytics information ( whether in response to request for Server system , optionally in conjunction with the device of 
the information , or instead in a scheduled manner to enable 30 the group that is selected to act as the host . After block 580 , 
later access ) , generating information for leader boards for the routine continues to block 585 to optionally notify 
particular users in games , etc . devices within the group and / or any remote servers being 

After block 490 , or if it was otherwise determined in used of the host selection to enable operations of the group 
block 485 that the information or instructions received in to proceed using the selected host device ( s ) . After block 585 , 
block 405 did not include other types of instructions or 35 the routine continues to block 599 and returns , such as to 
information , the routine continues to block 495 to determine return to block 440 of FIG . 4 if the routine was initiated from 
whether to continue , such as until an explicit indication to that location . 
terminate is received . If it is determined to continue , the FIGS . 6A - 6B are a flow diagram of an example embodi 
routine returns to block 405 , and otherwise continues to ment of a Distributed Canvas Display routine 600 , such as 
block 499 and ends . 40 to provide functionality related to initiating or updating the 

FIG . 5 is a flow diagram of an example embodiment of a display of a distributed canvas GUI across the displays of 
Group Host Selection routine 500 , such as to provide multiple devices of a group . The routine 600 may be 
functionality related to selecting a current device to act as a performed , for example , by a DFP Server system and / or one 
host for a group of multiple devices . The routine 500 may be or more DFP Client modules , with the routine 600 being 
performed , for example , by a DFP Server system and / or one 45 initiated in at least some embodiments and situations as 
or more DFP Client modules , with the routine 500 being described with respect to block 460 of FIG . 4 ( although in 
initiated in at least some embodiments and situations as other embodiments may be initiated in other manners , such 
described with respect to block 440 of FIG . 4 ( although in as based on an interaction of a user of the group with an 
other embodiments may be initiated in other manners , such already displayed distributed canvas GUI ) . The routine 600 
as based on a group device or its users initiating a new group 50 may perform automated operations to determine and provide 
host selection ) . In other embodiments and situations , the corresponding instructions to some or all devices in the 
routine 500 may be initiated in other manners , such as group to control their displays , although in other embodi 
periodically , based on one or more changes for one or more m ents the various devices in the group may each determine 
devices of a group , in response to a request or instructions its own information to display , such as in a distributed 
from a device in a group or a user of such a device , etc . 55 manner by interacting with some or all other of the group 

The example embodiment of the routine 500 begins atdevices . 
block 505 , where information is obtained about the devices The illustrated embodiment of the routine 600 begins in 
currently in an indicated group , such as information about a block 605 , where the device or other computing system 
current role of each device in the group , capabilities for the executing the routine determines its current role with respect 
devices , etc . In block 510 , the routine then determines the 60 to an indicated group for which a distributed canvas GUI 
types of inter - connections that are available between the display will be initiated or updated , such as whether acting 
devices in the group , such as based on their respective as a host device or not , and if so whether the group activities 
inter - connection capabilities . In block 515 , the routine then are directed by the group host device or by a remote DFP 
identifies any devices in the group with connections to one Server system . The routine then continues to block 610 to 
or more remote server systems , or the ability to make such 65 determine if the current device is a host device within the 
connections , although no such remote connections may be group that is receiving directions on how to perform the 
used in at least some embodiments and situations ( e . g . , if a distributed canvas GUI display from one or more remote 
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servers , such as from a remote DFP Server system . If so , the manner similar to that discussed with respect to block 625 , 
routine continues to block 615 , where it receives display such user actions or other events may be detected and 
related instructions for some or all of the devices in the handled in other manners in other embodiments . 
group from the remote servers , and forwards the instructions If it is instead determined in block 630 that the current 
for each group device to that device . As discussed in greater 5 device is not a non - host client device in the group , the 
detail elsewhere , in some cases the forwarding of instruc - routine continues to block 650 to determine if the current 
tions from the host device to another device in the group device is a host device of the group that is controlling the 
involves the use of one or more other intermediate devices display of the distributed canvas GUI , such as for a group 
in the group , such as based on the inter - connections that that is operating without interactions with any remote DFP 
exist between the group devices . In box 620 , the routine 10 Server system at the current time . If so , the routine continues 
further initiates display on itself of any information for the to block 655 to optionally determine one or more leveling 
distributed canvas GUI , such as based on instructions adjustments to make for one or more devices in the group , 
received from the remote servers , although in other embodi - such as to artificially slow down or otherwise change the 
ments and situations the host device may not participate as display or capabilities provided on those group devices to 
part of the distributed canvas GUI display . After block 620 , 15 accommodate differences in device capabilities , device 
the routine continues to block 625 to optionally receive inter - connections , and / or user abilities . In this manner , the 
information about any user actions or other events that have DFP system may in some embodiments and situations 
occurred on any of the group devices that may affect the attempt to adjust for such differences , such as to enable more 
distributed canvas GUI display ( such as any events that have equitable and / or more enjoyable game play or other appli 
not been previously reported ) , and to send such information 20 cation use amongst the devices in a group , while in other 
to the remote servers to enable corresponding updates ( if embodiments such differences may be accommodated in 
any ) to be initiated to the distributed canvas GUI display . other manners ( e . g . , based on matchmaking operations 
While such actions of block 625 are illustrated in this regarding which devices and users are selected for a par 
example as occurring in a serial manner after block 620 , it ticular group , such as to group users and / or devices with 
will be appreciated that such functionality may instead be 25 similar abilities and capabilities ) . 
implemented in other manners , such that any user may After block 655 , the routine continues to block 660 to 
interact with their group device at any time , with such receive information about any user actions and / or applica 
information being relayed in an immediate manner ( e . g . , in tion instructions that have been received since a prior 
real time or near - real time ) to the remote servers . display of the distributed canvas GUI . As discussed with 

If it is instead determined in block 610 that the current 30 respect to blocks 625 and 640 , such user actions or other 
device is not a host device receiving directions from one or events may be handled in various manners in various 
more remote servers , the routine continues instead to block embodiments , including in an interrupt - driven manner , 
630 to determine if the current device is a non - host client based on polling or queues , etc . After block 660 , the routine 
device of the group . If so , the routine continues to block 635 continues to block 665 to determine a current GUI state for 
to receive instructions from the host device of the group ( or 35 each device in the group ( including any updates to be 
an intermediate device that is forwarding such instructions performed ) , such as based on any user actions , instructions 
from the host ) , and initiates a corresponding display or from the application , or other events that have occurred . For 
display update on the device . In some embodiments and example , if a user of a device has not interacted with a 
situations , the client device may at certain times further device since the last update to the portion of the distributed 
perform automated operations to predict types of updates 40 canvas GUI displayed on the device , and no actions of other 
that are expected , and to initiate corresponding updates to users or other events on other devices have affected the 
the portion of the distributed canvas GUI being displayed display on that user ' s device , it may not be necessary to 
even before instructions are received from the host . Such update the display , although in other embodiments device 
prediction functionality may be of use , for example , in displays may always be updated at least in part ( e . g . , to show 
situations in which connection communications with the 45 a current time or other current changing information ) . After 
host may be intermittently disrupted , if the portion of the block 665 , the routine continues to block 670 to , for any 
distributed canvas GUI displayed on the client device is group devices with updates , forward corresponding instruc 
updated rapidly ( e . g . , in a constant or near - constant manner ) , tions to the device to initiate a display or update for the 
etc . Non - exclusive examples of situations in which such distributed canvas GUI for that device . 
prediction activities may be performed include when objects 50 While the illustrated operations are discussed with respect 
displayed on the GUI behave in a predictable manner ( e . g . , to being performed by particular devices within a group , it 
a moving object that travels in a straight line or otherwise will be appreciated that some or all such actions may 
predictable direction unless it is manipulated by the user or similarly be performed by a remote DFP Server system that 
by the game ; an object that performs periodic changes , such is controlling the display of a distributed canvas GUI for a 
as a light that blinks on and off in a predictable manner ; etc . ) . 55 group , such as to perform operations similar to those of 
It will be appreciated that the prediction of such display 655 - 670 ( e . g . , based on interactions with a host device for 
activities may be performed in an application - specific man - the group corresponding to those of blocks 615 - 625 ) . In 
ner , and that in at least some embodiments , the application addition , while the illustrated embodiment includes a host 
will provide the information to enable the prediction to be device that either acts on its own to control the display or 
performed , while in other embodiments and situations at 60 instead acts to forward instructions received from one or 
least some of the prediction activities may be performed at more remote servers , in other embodiments one or more 
least in part by the DFP Client software on the client device . such host devices may act in coordination with one or more 
In block 640 , the device optionally detects a user action or such remote servers , such that the remote servers provide 
other event that may cause a change to the display of the some types of instructions and the host devices determine 
distributed canvas GUI for one or more devices of the group , 65 and provide other types of instructions to other group 
and sends corresponding information to the host device devices . Similarly , while the illustrated embodiment 
( optionally via one or more intermediate devices ) . In a includes a client device that merely executes instructions 
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received from a group host device ( except when performing a geographical area , information about the plurality of 
any client - side prediction activities ) , in other embodiments mobile devices in the geographical area ; 
one or more such client group devices may act in coordi determining , by the one or more configured computing 
nation with one or more such host group devices , such that devices , that at least some mobile devices of the 
the group host devices provide some types of instructions 5 plurality are available to participate in executing an 
and the client group devices determine and perform other application in a distributed manner , wherein the at least 
types of instructions . It will also be appreciated that the some mobile devices include multiple types of wireless 
display of a distributed canvas GUI on devices of a group connection capabilities to enable the at least some may , in at least some embodiments , occur in a substantially mobile devices to be inter - connected via multiple dis continuous manner , such as to repeatedly perform at least 10 tinct wireless networking protocols ; some of the illustrated types of operations ( e . g . , many times selecting , by the one or more configured computing per second for each client device ) . 

After blocks 625 , 640 , or 670 , or if it is instead determined devices , multiple mobile devices of the at least some 
in block 650 that the current device is not the host device mobile devices to participate in a group that executes 
controlling the display , the routine continues to block 695 to 15 the application in the distributed manner on the mul 
determine whether to continue , such as until an explicit tiple mobile devices ; 
indication to terminate is received . If it is determined to determining , by the one or more configured computing 
continue , the routine returns to block 610 , although in other devices , one of the multiple mobile devices to act as a 
embodiments the routine 400 of FIG . 4 will instead be used host device for the group to manage communications 
to control repeated or otherwise subsequent updates to a 20 between the multiple mobile devices of the group in 
distributed canvas GUI display by re - invoking the routine accordance with at least some of the multiple distinct 
600 as appropriate . If it is not determined to continue , the wireless networking protocols , the determining being 
routine instead continues to block 699 and returns , such as based at least in part on wireless connection capabilities 
to return to block 460 of FIG . 4 if that is where the routine of the determined one mobile device to perform the 
600 was initiated . 25 managing of the communications ; and 

It will also be appreciated that in some embodiments the after the determining , exchanging , via the determined one 
functionality provided by the routines discussed above may mobile device and over one or more wireless connec 
be provided in alternative ways , such as being split among tions established between the multiple mobile devices more routines or consolidated into fewer routines . Similarly , using the at least some distinct wireless networking 
in some embodiments illustrated routines may provide more 30 protocols , multiple communications between the mul or less functionality than is described , such as when other tiple mobile devices of the group as part of executing illustrated routines instead lack or include such functionality the application in the distributed manner on the mul respectively , or when the amount of functionality that is tiple mobile devices . provided is altered . In addition , while various operations 
may be illustrated as being performed in a particular manner 35 2 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 further 
( e . g . , in serial or in parallel ) and / or in a particular order , comprising , after the exchanging of the multiple communi 
those skilled in the art will appreciate that in other embodi cations : 
ments the operations may be performed in other orders and identifying , by the one or more configured computing 
in other manners . It will similarly be appreciated that data devices , that the determined one mobile device is 
structures discussed above may be structured in different 40 unavailable to continue acting as the host device for the 
manners , including for databases or user interface screens group ; 
pages or other types of data structures , such as by having a determining , by the one or more configured computing 
single data structure split into multiple data structures or by devices , that a second mobile device of the multiple 
having multiple data structures consolidated into a single mobile devices is selected to continue acting as the host 
data structure . Similarly , in some embodiments illustrated 45 device for the group to manage the communications 
data structures may store more or less information than is between the multiple mobile devices of the group ; and 
described , such as when other illustrated data structures exchanging , via the determined second mobile device , 
instead lack or include such information respectively , or multiple additional communications between the mul 
when the amount or types of information that is stored is tiple mobile devices of the group as part of continuing 
altered . the executing of the application in the distributed 

From the foregoing it will be appreciated that , although manner on the multiple mobile devices . 
specific embodiments have been described herein for pur 3 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 wherein 
poses of illustration , various modifications may be made the exchanging of the multiple communications via the 
without deviating from the spirit and scope of the invention . determined one mobile device is performed as part of an 
Accordingly , the invention is not limited by the exemplary 55 ongoing session of interactions between the group and a 
details . In addition , while certain aspects of the invention remote game server via an additional remote connection 
may be now or later presented in certain claim forms , the between the determined one mobile device and the remote 
inventors contemplate the various aspects of the invention in game server and includes forwarding , by the determined one 
any available claim form . For example , while only some mobile device to at least some of the multiple mobile 
aspects of the invention may be initially recited as being 60 devices , communications received from the remote game 
embodied in a computer - readable medium , other aspects server via the additional remote connection , and wherein the 
may likewise be so embodied . exchanging of the multiple additional communications via 

the determined second mobile device is performed as part of 
What is claimed is : continuing the ongoing session of interactions between the 
1 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 65 group and the remote game server and includes forwarding , 
receiving , by one or more configured computing devices by the determined second mobile device to at least some of 

located remotely from a plurality of mobile devices in the multiple mobile devices , further communications 

50 
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received from the remote game server via a second remote 14 . The computer - implemented method of claim i 
connection between the determined second mobile device wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to 
and the remote game server . participate in the group is based at least in part on informa 

4 . The computer - implemented method of claim 3 wherein tion specific to capabilities of the multiple mobile devices . 
the one or more configured computing devices are part of the 5 15 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 
remote game server , and wherein the identifying that the wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to 
determined one mobile device is unavailable to continue participate in the group includes selecting the multiple 
acting as the host device for the group is based at least in part mobile devices based on at least one of one or more 
on the additional remote connection between the determined hardware types of the multiple mobile devices , one or more 
one mobile device and the remote game server becoming no 10 types of operating systems on the multiple mobile devices , 
unavailable . one or more software programs loaded on the multiple 

mobile devices , or one or more types of wireless commu 5 . The computer - implemented method of claim 3 wherein nication protocols supported by the multiple mobile devices . the determining of the one mobile device to act as the host 16 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 
device for the group is further based in part on one or more 15 wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to 
additional capabilities of the determined one mobile device participate in the group includes selecting the multiple 
to interact with the remote game server via the additional mobile devices based on at least one of processing power of 
remote connection . the multiple mobile devices , amounts of memory of the 

6 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 wherein multiple mobile devices , amounts of storage of the multiple 
the identifying that the determined one mobile device is 20 mobile devices , or current battery levels of the multiple 
unavailable to continue acting as the host device for the mobile devices . 
group is based at least in part on a change in geographic 17 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
location of the determined one mobile device that results in wherein the determining of the one mobile device to act as 
the determined one mobile device being outside the geo - the host device for the group is further based on at least one 
graphical area . 25 of a hardware type of the one mobile device , a type of 

7 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 wherein operating system on the one mobile device , or one or more 
the identifying that the determined one mobile device is software programs loaded on the one mobile device . 
unavailable to continue acting as the host device for the 18 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
group is based at least in part on an interaction by a user of wherein the determining of the one mobile device to act as 
the determined one mobile device with the determined one 30 the host device for the group is further based on at least one 
mobile device . of processing power of the one mobile device , an amount of 

8 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 wherein memory of the one mobile device , an amount of storage of 
the determining of the one mobile device to act as the host the one mobile device , a type of storage of the one mobile 
device for the group is further based in part on information device , a current battery level of the one mobile device , or 
specific to a user who is associated with the determined one 35 a connection strength of the one mobile device for one or 
mobile device . more wireless connections . 

9 . The computer - implemented method of claim 8 wherein 19 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
the determining of the one mobile device to act as the host wherein the determining of the one mobile device to act as 
device for the group based in part on information specific to the host device for the group is further based on processing 
the user includes determining the one mobile device based 40 power of the one mobile device , an amount of memory of the 
on at least one of previous activity patterns of the user in one mobile device , and one or more software programs in 
using the application , or on prior activities of the user in use on the one mobile device . 
acting as a spectator to execution of an application . 20 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 

10 . The computer - implemented method of claim 8 wherein the determining of the one mobile device to act as 
wherein the determining of the one mobile device to act as 45 the host device for the group further includes receiving 
the host device for the group based in part on information information from one or more of the multiple mobile devices 
specific to the user includes determining the one mobile to indicate election of the one mobile device by at least some 
device based on at least one of whether the user has of the multiple mobile devices . 
previously specified a willingness to allow the one mobile 21 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
device to serve as a host , or on social network information 50 wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to 
about friends of the user . participate in the group includes excluding one or more of 

11 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 the at least some mobile devices from the group . 
wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to 22 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
participate in the group is based at least in part on informa - wherein the multiple mobile devices include devices of at 
tion specific to users associated with the multiple mobile 55 least two distinct device types , and wherein the one or more 
devices . wireless connections include multiple wireless connections 

12 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 with at least one Bluetooth wireless connection and at least 
wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to 
participate in the group includes selecting the multiple 23 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
mobile devices based on previous activity patterns of the 60 wherein the multiple mobile devices each have at least one 
users in using the application . associated user , and wherein the executing of the application 

13 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 in the distributed manner on the multiple mobile devices 
wherein the selecting of the multiple mobile devices to includes performing interactions between each of the mul 
participate in the group includes selecting the multiple tiple mobile devices and its associated at least one user . 
mobile devices based on at least one of preferences previ - 65 24 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 
ously specified by the users , or on social network informa - wherein the application is a game , and wherein the executing 
tion about friend relationships of the users . of the application in the distributed manner on the multiple 
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mobile devices includes determining differences in capabili group to manage the communications between the 
ties of two or more of the multiple mobile devices , and multiple mobile devices of the group ; and 
adjusting interactions with at least one of the two or more continue the distributed execution of the game application 
mobile devices to reduce the determined differences . by exchanging , via the determined second mobile 

25 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 5 device , multiple additional communications between 
wherein the one or more configured computing devices are the multiple mobile devices of the group 
at least some of the multiple mobile devices . 28 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

26 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium having claim 27 wherein the multiple mobile devices include at stored contents that cause one or more computing devices to least one of the one or more computing devices . perform a method , the method comprising : 10 10 29 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of determining , by the one or more computing devices , that claim 27 wherein the one or more computing devices are at least some computing devices within a geographical 
area are available to participate in executing a game part of the game server and communicate with the multiple 
application in a distributed manner , wherein the at least computing devices before the performing of the distributed 
me computing devices collectively include multiple 15 execution of the game application via at least one additional 

types of wireless connection capabilities to enable the wireless cellular connection between the determined one 
at least some computing devices to be inter - connected computing device and the game server . 
within the geographical area via multiple distinct wire 30 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
less networking protocols ; claim 26 wherein the determining of the one computing 

selecting , by the at least some computing devices , mul - 20 device to act as the host device for the group is further based 
tiple computing devices of the at least some computing on processing power of the one computing device , an 
devices to participate in a group that executes the game amount of memory of the one computing device , and one or 
application in the distributed manner on the multiple more software programs on the one computing device . 
computing devices ; 31 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

determining , by the multiple computing devices , one of 25 claim 26 wherein the distributing of the copy of the game 
the multiple computing devices to act as a host device application from the game server to the at least one com 
for the group to manage communications between the puting device is performed using at least one additional 
multiple computing devices of the group within the connection between the game server and one or more 
geographical area and in accordance with at least some computing devices of the group , wherein the at least one 
of multiple distinct wireless networking protocols , the 30 additional connection is terminated before the distributed 
determining being based at least in part on the wireless execution of the game application , and wherein the distrib 
connection capabilities of the determined one comput - uted execution further occurs without any connections exist 
ing device to perform the managing of the communi - ing between any of the multiple computing devices and the 
cations ; game server during the distributed execution . 

before performing a distributed execution of the game 35 32 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
application by the multiple computing devices , distrib - claim 26 wherein the distributed execution further occurs 
uting a copy of the game application from a game without any connections existing between any of the mul 
server to at least one of the multiple computing devices ; tiple computing devices and the game server during the 
and distributed execution , and wherein the stored contents fur 

initiating the performing of the distributed execution of 40 ther cause the one or more computing devices to , after the 
the game application by the multiple computing distributed execution of the game application : 
devices , wherein the distributed execution occurs with establish an additional connection between the host 
out any interactions between any of the multiple com device and the game server ; 
puting devices and the game server during the distrib add an additional computing device to the group based on 
uted execution and includes exchanging , via the 45 the established additional connection , wherein interac 
determined one computing device and over multiple tions with the additional computing device for the 
wireless connections established between the multiple group occur via the established additional connection 
computing devices in accordance with the at least some and via further interactions between the game server 
distinct wireless networking protocols , multiple com and the additional computing device ; and 
munications between the multiple computing devices 50 initiating performing a second distributed execution of the 
of the group . game application by the multiple computing devices 

27 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of and the additional computing device , wherein the sec 
claim 26 wherein the multiple computing devices are mobile ond distributed execution is based in part on the estab 
devices , wherein the multiple wireless connections estab lished additional connection and includes exchanging 
lished between the multiple computing devices in accor - 55 multiple additional communications between the mul 
dance with the at least some distinct wireless networking tiple computing devices and the additional computing 
protocols include wireless connections established in accor device . 
dance with at least one of Bluetooth and Wi - Fi protocols , 33 . A system comprising : 
and wherein the stored contents include software instruc one or more processors of one or more computing devices 
tions that , when executed , further cause the one or more 60 located remotely from a first geographical area ; and 
computing devices to , after the exchanging of the multiple one or more memories containing software instructions 
communications : that , when executed by at least one of the one or more 

determine , by the one or more computing devices , that the processors , cause the at least one processor to manage 
determined one mobile device is unavailable to con interactions for a group that executes an application in 
tinue acting as the host device for the group , and that 65 a distributed manner by : 
a second mobile device of the multiple mobile devices identifying , by the one or more remote computing 
is selected to continue acting as the host device for the devices , multiple mobile devices in the first geo 
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graphical area to participate in the group to execute 34 . The system of claim 33 wherein the one or more 
the application in the distributed manner on the wireless connections established between the multiple 
multiple mobile devices ; mobile devices use at least one of Bluetooth and Wi - Fi 

determining , by the one or more remote computing protocols , and wherein the one or more modules include 
devices , one of the multiple mobile devices to act as 5 5 software instructions that , when executed by the at least one 

processor , further cause the at least one processor to perform a host device for the group to manage communica the identifying of the multiple mobile devices to participate 
tions between the multiple mobile devices of the in the group by selecting , from a plurality of mobile devices 
group , the determining being based at least in part on in the geographical area , a subset of the plurality of mobile 
the capabilities of the determined one mobile device devices to include in the group based on at least one of 
to perform the managing of the communications ; capabilities of the mobile devices of the subset or attributes 

after the determining , initiating the performing of the of users of the mobile devices of the subset . 
distributed execution of the application by the mul - 35 . The system of claim 33 wherein the application is a 
tiple mobile devices , wherein the distributed execu game , and wherein the one or more remote computing 
tion includes exchanging , via the determined one 15 devices are part of a game server that distributes the game 
mobile device and over one or more wireless con to at least some of the multiple mobile devices and that 
nections established between the multiple mobile communicates with the multiple mobile devices via at least 
devices , multiple communications between the mul one additional wireless cellular connection between the 
tiple mobile devices of the group ; determined one mobile device and the game server . 

identifying , after the exchanging of the multiple com - 20 36 . The system of claim 33 wherein the determining of the 
one mobile device to act as the host device for the group is munications and by the one or more remote com 

puting devices , that the determined one mobile further based on processing power of the one mobile device , 
device is unavailable to continue acting as the host an amount of memory of the one mobile device , and one or 
device for the group , and determining a second more software programs on the one mobile device . 
mobile device of the multiple mobile devices to 25 37 . The system of claim 33 wherein the one or more 
continue acting as the host device for the group ; and memories containing the software instructions include one 

continuing the distributed execution of the application or more modules consisting of one or more means for 
by exchanging , via the determined second mobile performing the managing of the interactions for the group 
device , multiple additional communications between that executes the application in the distributed manner . 
the multiple mobile devices of the group . * * * * * 


